Abstract. We introduce equality up-to constraints over nite trees and investigate their expressiveness. Equality up-to constraints subsume equality constraints, subtree constraints, and one-step rewriting constraints. We establish a close correspondence between equality up-to constraints over nite trees and context uni cation. Context uni cation subsumes string uni cation and is subsumed by linear second-order unication. We obtain the following three new results. The satis ability problem of equality up-to constraints is equivalent to context uni cation, which is an open problem. The positive existential fragment of the theory of one-step rewriting is decidable. The 9 8 9 fragment of the theory of context uni cation is undecidable.
Introduction
Trees are widely used in computer science and computational linguistics. They serve as representation for all kinds of symbolic structures such as programs, proofs, data structures, syntactic and semantic analyses of natural language expressions. However, one often needs to represent structures which are only partially known, and relationships between several such partially known structures. For these purposes, it is convenient to use tree constraints. These are ordinary predicate logic formulae with variables denoting trees and with relation symbols interpreted by prede ned relations over trees. We introduce a new class of tree constraints, which we call equality up-to constraints over nite trees, and investigate their expressiveness. Equality up-to constraints subsume equality constraints, subtree constraints, and one-step rewriting constraints. We establish a close correspondence between equality up-to constraints and context uni cation. Context uni cation subsumes string uni cation and is subsumed by linear second-order uni cation. We obtain the following three new results. The satis ability problem of equality up-to constraints is equivalent to context uni cation, which is an open problem. The positive existential fragment of the theory of one-step rewriting is decidable. The 9 8 9 fragment of the theory of context uni cation is undecidable.
Equality Up-to Constraints. The semantics of equality up-to constraints is based on the equality up-to relation over nite trees. Given nite trees 1 We assume a set of second-order variables ranged over by C. A second-order term t is either a rst-order variable X, a construction a(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) or an application C(t). A context constraint is a conjunction of expressions t 1 =t 2 . A second-order variable denotes a context function whereas a second-order term denotes a tree.
The denotation of a second-order term C(t) is de ned as the application of the denotation of C to the denotation of t. Context uni cation is the satis ability problem of context constraints with respect to the above interpretation.
Correspondence. Context constraints plus existential quanti cation are at least as expressive as equality up-to constraints, since s 1 =s 0 1 =s 2 =s 0 2 is equivalent to 9C(s 1 =C(s 0 1 )^s 2 =C(s 0 2 )). Conversely, we can encode context constraints into equality up-to constraints (up to satisfaction equivalence) even if some context variables C occur more than twice. This fact is not obvious, and it is proved in the paper. The given correspondence has the following two consequences. The satis ability problem of equality up-to constraints is equivalent to context unication. The 9 8 9 fragment of the theory of context constraints is undecidable.
One-Step Rewriting. The rst-order theory of one-step rewriting has attracted some attention starting with 3] because it allows to express several decidable properties of rewrite systems. The hope was that the whole theory could be decidable. Treinen 26] , however, has shown that the 9 8 fragment of the rstorder theory of one-step rewriting is undecidable. Several improvements of this result have been achieved 14, 29] where only restricted rewrite systems are needed. Equality up-to constraints subsume one-step rewriting constraints. A one-step rewriting constraint is of the form X 1 !X 2 with s 1 !s 2 and means that the tree denotation of X 1 rewrites in one-step to the tree denotation of X 2 via an application of the rewrite rule s 1 !s 2 . Let fY 1 ; : : : ; Y n g be the set of variables occuring in s 1 and s 2 . If fX 1 ; X 2 g \ fY 1 ; : : : ; Y n g = ; then the one-step rewriting constraint X 1 !X 2 with s 1 !s 2 is equivalent to 9Y 1 : : :9Y n (X 1 =s 1 =X 2 =s 2 ). The condition fX 1 ; X 2 g \ fY 1 ; : : : ; Y n g = ; can always be assumed by renaming the variables in the rewrite rule s 1 !s 2 . The equality up-to constraint that we obtained X 1 =s 1 =X 2 =s 2 is satisfaction equivalent to the context constraint X 1 =C(s 1 )^X 2 =C(s 2 ), which is a strati ed in the sense of Schmidt- Schau 22] because of the condition fX 1 ; X 2 g\fY 1 ; : : : ; Y n g = ;. The decidability of stratied context uni cation is proved in 22]. Hence, the positive existential fragment of the theory of one-step rewriting (constraints) is decidable.
Plan of the Paper. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we introduce equality up-to constraints, relate them to subtree constraints, and distinguish decidable fragments. In Section 4, we de ne context uni cation and formulate results in analogy to those for equality up-to constraints. In Section 5, we formulate the correspondence between equality up-to constraints and context uni cation. In Section 6, we relate to the rst-order theory of one-step rewriting. In Section 7, we illustrate how to compute solutions of context constraints in several simple examples, based on an algorithm formulated in Appendix B of the full paper. In the full version of the paper 16], three appendixes are added. In Appendix A, we give a proof omitted in the conference version of the paper. Appendix B presents a simple correct and complete but not necessary terminating algorithm for context uni cation (in Plotkin style). This algorithm is modi ed in Appendix C such as to obtain an algorithm for context uni cation in the style of L evy's second-order uni cation algorithm. It is claimed in 12] that this algorithm terminates for all presented decidable fragments of linear second-order uni cation (and thus context uni cation). At the time of submitting this paper, however, the termination proof given there for the case of strati ed linear second-order uni cation has not been agreed on to be complete. Linear Second Order Uni cation. Context uni cation can also be considered as a subproblem of linear second-order uni cation 12]. This is the problem of whether a conjunction of equations between second-order -terms in long normal form has a solution that maps variables to linear second-order -terms. L evy's algorithm is correct and complete for linear second-order uni cation but not always terminating. The decidability of linear second-order uni cation is open but as for context uni cation, three decidable fragments are known 12]. Note also that linear second-order uni cation is a subproblem of second-order uni cation, which is undecidable 7] but only a fragment of higher-order uni cation 19, 8] .
Ellipses in Natural Language. The motivation of the authors for the investigation of equality up-to constraints stems from the area of semantic processing of natural language. This line of research started with higher-order uni cation 5, 6] Given the semantics of all these words, the semantics of the subsentences can be represented by the following two trees respectively: @(@(likes Riesling) Peter) and @(@(likes Chardonnay) Peter) More precisely, the semantics of the subsentences is obtained from the semantics of its words by evaluating the above trees where @ is interpreted as function application. The above trees can by described as the solutions of the following equality up-to constraint with respect to the variables X 1 and X 2 :
X 1 =@(@(likes Riesling) Peter))^X 1 =Riesling=X 2 =Chardonnay
Such a constraint can be derived on the basis of a syntactic analysis of the sentences, and a resolution of the ellipsis that takes Riesling and Chardonnay to play a structurally parallel role in their respective contexts. Note that the semantics of the word too in the above sentence is described by the context function with ( ) = @(@(likes ) Peter), but not by a tree.
Equality Up-to Constraints
We de ne the syntax and semantics of equality up-to constraints, relate them to subtree and equality constraints, and distinguish some decidable and undecidable fragments of their rst-order theory.
Syntax and Semantics
We assume an in nite set of rst-order variables ranged over by X, and a set of function constants ranged over by a, a 1 and a 2 . Every function constant is equipped with an arity, which is an integer n 0. For all undecidability results, we assume that there is at least one constant of arity 2 and one constant of arity 0.
A Theorem 8. The satis ability of strati ed equality up-to constraints is decidable. Proof. This theorem reduces via Proposition 15 to an analogous result for context uni cation given in Theorem 14 (which has rst been proved by SchmidtSchau in 22]).
We de ne the syntax and semantics of context constraints and the notion of context uni cation. We also distinguish some decidable and undecidable fragments of the rst-order theory of context constraints.
We assume an additional in nite number of second-order variables ranged over by C. A second-order term t is either a rst-order variable X, a construction a(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) where the arity of a is n, or a term of the form C(t), where t; t 1 ; : : : ; t n are second-order terms. In particular, every rst-order term s is also a second-order term. A context constraint is a conjunction of equations t=t 0 between second-order terms 3 . Semantically, we interpret context variables as context functions and secondorder terms as nite trees (like rst-order terms). Let be a variable assignment that maps rst-order variables to nite trees and second-order variables to context functions. The interpretation (t) of a second-order term t under is de ned homomorphically.
(a(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) = a( (t 1 ); : : : ; (t n )) (C(t)) = (C) ( (t)) A solution of a context constraint is a variable assignment that satis es all equations in . A context constraint is called satis able if it has a solution. Context uni cation is the satis ability problem of context constraints.
Subtree and Equality Constraints
As shown in Section 3.2, subtree and equality constraints can be expressed with uniform equality up-to constraints and vice versa. Here, we de ne uniform context constraints in analogy. This notion has been investigated before by Comon 4] but without stating the correspondence to subtree and equality constraints (see Lemma 10) .
De nition 9. We call a context constraint uniform if whenever C(t 1 ) and C(t 2 ) occur in then t 1 is equal to t 2 .
Lemma 10. Every uniform context constraint is satisfaction equivalent to a conjunction of subtree and equality constraints. The corresponding constraint can be computed in cubic time.
Proof. As we will show in Propositions 15 and 17, every uniform context constraint is satisfaction equivalent to a uniform equality up-to constraint and vice versa. Thus, the result follows from Lemma 4.
Theorem 11 (Comon 1992) . The positive existential fragment of the rst-order theory of uniform context constraints is decidable. The 9 8 9 fragment of this theory is undecidable.
The decidability result in Theorem 11 has also rst been proved by Comon in 4] . A simpler proof has been presented in 12] and can also be found in Appendix C. The negative result of Theorem 11 is original to the present paper.
Proof. The full theorem follows from Lemma 10 and Theorem 5 (which is a consequence of the Venkataraman's result).
Note that the correspondence in Lemma 10 is formulated with respect to satisfaction equivalence. We therefore needed an additional layer of existential quanti ers in the undecidability result of Theorem 11, i.e. we obtain a weaker undecidability result for context constraints than for equality up-to constraints. De nition 13. Let be either a rst-order or a second-order variable. A secondorder pre x of in a term t is a word of second-order variables that is obtained when traversing t from the root to an occurrence of in t. We write P( ; t) for the set of all second-order pre xes of in t. The set P( ; ) of all second-order pre xes of in a constraint is de ned homomorphically: P( ; ^ 0 ) = P( ; ) P( ; 0 ); P( ; t=t 0 ) = P( ; t) P( ; t 0 ) A context constraint is called strati ed if the set P( ; ) contains at most one element for every rst-order and second-order variable in .
Theorem 14 (Schmidt-Schau 1994). Context uni cation restricted to stratied context constraints is decidable.
Proof. This theorem has been rst proved by Schmidt- Schau 22] . A simpler proof has been proposed by L evy 12]. However, at the time of submitting this paper, the termination proof given there has not been agreed on to be complete.
Correspondence
The relationship of context uni cation and equality up-to constraints over nite trees is formalized in this section. The only non-obvious fact we need is stated in Lemma 16. Proposition 15. There is a linear time transformation of equality up-to constraints into satisfaction equivalent context constraints which preserves uniformity, strati cation, and the number of occurrences of rst-order variables. Second-order variables may be introduced, but the introduced second-order variables occur at most twice.
Proof. This is a consequence of the following equivalence that can be used as a transformation rule when oriented from the left to the right: For reducing context uni cation to the problem of solving equality up-to constraints, we introduce generalized n-ary equality up-to constraints of the form s 1 =s 0 1 = : : : =s n =s 0 n for any n. These new constraints are interpreted with respect to the n-ary equality up-to relation 1 does not hold. This shows that the coherence lemma needs all pairwise equality up-to constraints. Our proof has to take care of all of them simultaneously.
Proposition 17. There exists a cubic time transformation of context constraints into satisfaction equivalent equality up-to constraints. This transformation preserves uniformity but neither strati cation nor the number of variable occurrences.
Proof. We apply the following ve transformation steps consecutively.
Step 1 We replace equations t=t 0 by conjunctions X=t^X 0 =t 0 where X; X 0 are fresh, unless t is a variable. Thereafter, we replace equations of the form X=a(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) by conjunctions X=a(X 1 ; : : : ; X n )^X 1 =t 1: : :^X n =t n and equations X=C(t 0 ) with X=C(X 0 )^X 0 =t 0 where all X's are fresh.
Step 2 We regroup the conjuncts into equations s 1 =s 2 and conjunctions s 1 =C(s 0 1 )^: : :^s m =C(s 0 m ) such that C occurs nowhere outside this conjunction in the constraint.
Step 3 We replace a conjunction s 1 =C(s 0 1 )^: : :^s n =C(s 0 n ) by the formula 9C(s 1 =C(s 0 1 )^: : :^s n =C(s 0 n )): This is a satisfaction equivalent transformation since we assume that C does not occur elsewhere.
Step 4 We apply the following equivalences as transformations from the left to the right: Step 5 We apply the equivalence of Lemma 16 from the left to the right. All transformations above can be performed in linear time except step 5. This step is quadratic and does neither preserve strati cation nor the number of variable occurrences. All steps preserve uniformity except step 1. But we can slightly modify step 1 in order to preserve uniformity. It is su cient to always replace equal subterms by the same variable. This needs a quadratic number of equality tests that can be done in cubic time. 
6 One-Step Rewriting
Context uni cation is closely related to the rst-order theory of one-step rewriting. The theory of one-step rewriting is a set of theories rather than a single theory. Each of these theories is a subset of the same rst-order language, which contains all so called one-step rewriting formulae that can be built from expressions X!X 0 and the usual rst-order connectives. Let be a signature of function symbols. A rewrite system R (over ) is a nite set of rules s!s 0 , which are pairs of terms s and s 0 over the signature . For every rewrite system R, the structure A R is an extension of the structure of nite trees with an additional binary relation. A formula X!X 0 is interpreted in A R with respect to the binary relation ! R 0 on trees and 0 , which holds i rewrites in one step to 0 by using a rule in R. The theory of one-step rewriting with respect to R is the set of valid formulae interpreted over the structure A R . Treinen has shown in 26] that it is undecidable if a one-step rewriting formula belongs to the 9 8 fragment of the theory of one-step rewriting with respect to R. As proved recently, Treinen's result still holds if the considered rewrite systems are restricted to be linear, right ground rewrite 14] or linear, Noetherian 29] . For our purpose, we prefer to use one-step rewriting constraints rather than one-step rewriting formula. A one-step rewriting constraint is a conjunction of expressions X!X 0 with s!s 0 , which holds in the structure of nite trees (and its extensions A R ) if the tree denotation of X rewrites in a one step to the tree denotation of X 0 by using the rewrite rule s!s 0 .
Lemma 19. In the structure A R , every one-step rewriting formula of the form V n i=1 (X i !X 0 i ) is equivalent to a disjunction of one-step rewriting constraints.
Proof. Let R = fs j !s 0 j j 1 j mg. The following equivalence holds over A R : Proof. This follows from Lemma 19, Lemma 20, and Theorem 8.
Examples for Solving Context Constraints
We present two simple examples that show how to solve context constraints according to an algorithm given in Appendix B available in the full version of the paper. We give two examples, one example for ellipses in natural languages and one for one-step rewriting.
For the analysis of the elliptic sentence Peter likes Riesling, Chardonnay too in Section 2 we have derived the following equality up-to constraint: ' 3 = C(a(Z))=D(U)^C(b(Z))=D(b(U)) In the single non failed alternative, we obtain a cycle (up to renaming C 00 to C 0 ) without any exit to a solution. This shows that ' 3 and thereby ' 2 are unsatisable. Acknowledgment The authors are grateful to Ralf Treinen for pointing out the existence of a relationship between the theory of one-step rewriting and equality up-to constraints. Ralf also contributed a pointer to the results of Venkataraman on the rstorder theory of the subtree relation. We would like to thank J org Siekmann for telling us about the history of string uni cation and providing us with the related references.
We are grateful to Jordi L evy for many discussions on linear second-order uni cation and string uni cation. Martin M uller contributed to the coherence property and gave many other useful comments. The research reported in this paper has been supported by the SFB 378 at the Universit at des Saarlandes and the Esprit Working Group CCL II (EP 22457).
A Proof of the Coherence Lemma
We present the proof of the Coherence Lemma, which is omitted in the conference version of the present paper.
Lemma 16 Here, we use a notation for describing context functions by means of (linear second order) -terms. These are of the form X:t where t is a second-order term such that the ( rst order) variable X occurs exactly once in t. If such a -term contains no free variables it uniquely speci es a context function. We implicitly assume that in performing a substitution (? ) we also normalize the terms, i.e. we -convert any subterms of the form ( X:t)(t 0 ) that can occur when a context variable is replaced by a -term. We note that a context constraint ? has a solution if and only if ? has a uni er.
The state transformation rules of our algorithm are given in Table 1 . We call the path of a context that leads to it's hole the context's exception path. Notice that the rule Flex-Flex1 assumes that the exception path of the context C is a pre x of the exception path of C 0 , so that t 0 must be a subtree of t. where is a permutation The algorithm is sound and complete (which we will not prove here) but has certain disadvantages. Besides introducing a potentially very large search space, the Flex-Flex2 rule increases the size of a constraint even within the fragment of context uni cation where every variable occurs at most twice.
The size of a context constraint (seen as a set) ? is de ned as follows (where ranges over constants and variables of appropriate arity):
size( (t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) = n + P n i=1 size(t i ) size(ft 1 =t 0 1 ; : : : ; t n =t 0 n g) = P n i=1 size(t i ) + size(t 0 i ) Under this de nition of the size of a context constraint, the above algorithm would not yield a termination result for the 2-occurrence fragment. We therefore present a di erent algorithm in Appendix C, that uses n-ary context variables.
C L evy's Algorithm
We modify our algorithm of the previous section such that it terminates for several decidable fragments of context uni cation including the restrictions to uniform context constraints (Theorem 11) and to the two occurence case (Theorem 12). The algorithm we present here can also be seen as a reformulation of L evy's linear second-order uni cation algorithm for context uni cation. We omit proofs of correctness, completeness, and termination, since these can be found in 12] . There, it is also claimed that L evy's algorithm terminates for strati ed context constraints (Theorem 14) . But up to the time point of writing this paper, it has not become clear wether the proof sketch given in 12] can be completed.
We now consider context variables C and D with arities n 1 but possibly di erent from 1. An (extended) second-order term t additionally admits applications of the form C(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) where C is a context variable of arity n. An (extended) context constraint is a conjunction of equations t=t 0 between extended secondorder terms. A tree is as before a ground rst-order term. An (n-ary) context function is a function from sequences of trees to trees that is described by an equation of the form ( 1 ; :::; n ) = s i =X i ] n i=1 for all trees 1 ; :::; n where s is a rst-order term that contains a single occurrence of each variable X 1 ; :::; X n and no occurrences of any other variables. A solution to a context constraint is de ned as before as an assignment that satis es all equations of the constraint. We now use linear -terms of the more general form X:t in the substitutions of the algorithm, which as before are normalized when the substitution is carried out.
Notice that the di erent exception paths of an n-ary context cannot be pre xes of one-another. Thus the Flex-Flex2 case of the rst algorithm, with monadic context variables whose exception paths stand in no pre x relation, can be neatly rephrased so that the size of the problem can be better controlled, by writing C(t)=C In Table 2 , our simple algorithm is reformulated for the more general problem of n-ary context uni cation, following closely L evy's 12] algorithm for linear second order uni cation. In particular, the Flex-Flex rule has to account for all possible pre x relations between the holes of two contexts of arbitrary arity.
To state the Flex-Flex rule correctly, we need a few auxiliary de nitions. Let P and Q run over sets of indices which are linearly ordered, so that we may write them as P = fp 1 ; : : : ; p n g and Q = fq 1 ; : : : ; q m g respectively. These ordered index sets correspond to the exception paths of two contexts. The expression t P stands for the sequence t p1 ; : : : ; t pn . For any P 0 P, the expression t P 0 stands for the sequence t pi ; : : : ; t p k , where t pj occurs in the sequence i p j 2 P 0 , and t pj occurs before t p l i j < l. If the form of the members of such a sequence depends on the index p via some function we also use the notation (p) p2P 0 , presuming again that the order of P is preserved. For two sets of indices P; Q we need to de ne admissible functions that encode a possible pre x relation between the two sets of exception paths of two contexts.
We say that a function : P Q ! }(P) }(Q) is admissible if 1. (p) Q for all p 2 P, 2. (q) P for all q 2 Q, 3. (r) \ (u) = ; for r 6 = u,
